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Abstract: Understanding human movement patterns is of fundamental importance in transportation
planning and management. We propose to examine complex public transit travel patterns over a
large-scale transit network, which is challenging since it involves thousands of transit passengers and
massive data from heterogeneous sources. Additionally, efficient representation and visualization
of discovered travel patterns is difficult given a large number of transit trips. To address these
challenges, this study leverages advanced machine learning methods to identify time-varying
mobility patterns based on smart card data and other urban data. The proposed approach delivers a
comprehensive solution to pre-process, analyze, and visualize complex public transit travel patterns.
This approach first fuses smart card data with other urban data to reconstruct original transit trips. We
use two machine learning methods, including a clustering algorithm to extract transit corridors to
represent primary mobility connections between different regions and a graph-embedding algorithm to
discover hierarchical mobility community structures. We also devise compact and effective multi-scale
visualization forms to represent the discovered travel behavior dynamics. An interactive web-based
mapping prototype is developed to integrate advanced machine learning methods with specific
visualizations to characterize transit travel behavior patterns and to enable visual exploration of transit
mobility patterns at different scales and resolutions over space and time. The proposed approach is
evaluated using multi-source big transit data (e.g., smart card data, transit network data, and bus
trajectory data) collected in Shenzhen City, China. Evaluation of our prototype demonstrates that the
proposed visual analytics approach offers a scalable and effective solution for discovering meaningful
travel patterns across large metropolitan areas.
Keywords: geovisual analytics; machine learning; smart card data; transit corridor; mobility
community; trip

1. Introduction
Monitoring human movement is of fundamental importance in transportation planning and
management. To facilitate public transit planning and operational management, it is appealing
to understand transit movement patterns across space and time [1]. Fortunately, recent advanced
geospatial data collection technologies, such as global positioning systems, digital mapping, smart
card automated fare payment systems, and wireless communication techniques, are generating a
wealth of spatially and temporally varying transit data that create opportunities to discover meaningful
and significant movement patterns over large metropolitan areas [2,3]. Various data mining methods
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have been developed to uncover transit travel behavior patterns on the basis of these heterogeneous
geospatial datasets, including clustering for passenger segmentation [4,5], hazard modeling for loyalty
analysis [6], trip chaining methods for destination estimation [7], and choice modeling for passenger
activity analysis [8].
Over the past few years, many studies have been conducted to explore urban travel patterns
using various modeling and analytical approaches based on massive human mobility data, such
as optimization-based routing equilibrium models for congestion alleviation [9], clustering-based
correlated analyses of mobility similarities and social relationships [10], low-level mobility pattern
discovery [11], and multi-scale exploration of social fragmentation [12]. With the availability of massive
human mobility data, machine learning techniques have been playing a more and more important
role in gaining a deep understanding of human mobility behavior [13,14], ranging from movement
pattern mining [15–17], mobility prediction [18–20], and movement mode classification [21], to lifestyle
discovering and prediction [22].
Recently, many attempts to visualize massive human mobility data, including cell phone
data [23,24], taxi movement data [25], and social media data [26] have been reported. Some systems
have been developed to perform visual analytics on smart card data [27,28], aiming to discover salient
travel patterns to improve public transit planning and management. These efforts mostly focus on
novel visualization designs by aggregating individual trip information into compact visual forms. With
these visualization tools, users can discover and analyze significant travel characteristics efficiently.
Nevertheless, most of these methods focus on the visualization of simple and intuitive spatio-temporal
movement patterns, such as place-based flow variations, inter-area flow maps, or accessibility maps.
While transit planners and operational managers need to reveal complex movement patterns at different
spatio-temporal scales, their intuitive tools are not adequate since they are based on simple statistical
methods. This motivates us to investigate the possibility of applying machine learning techniques
to identify high-level, complex transit movement patterns that support advanced transit planning
and management.
It can be argued that visualization should be enhanced by advanced machine learning methods,
given the overwhelming size and complexity of transit data. Over the past few years, researchers
have developed visual analytics tools to support interactive exploration of spatio-temporal movement
patterns using massive amounts of mobility data. Among these efforts, machine learning methods
have been used for pattern discovery and analysis. For example, von Landesberger et al. [29] propose
to integrate interactive spatio-temporal clustering and aggregated graph representations to discover
abstracted urban movement patterns using social media and mobile phone data. We choose to discover
public transit corridors and mobility communities using two state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms
because they produce representative high-level, complex transit mobility patterns that are useful for
transit and urban planning. Furthermore, we develop specific interactive visualization forms to facilitate
the understanding of identified corridors and community structure. We argue that the combination
of machine learning and geovisualization is beneficial for gaining a deep understanding of complex
transit mobility patterns in large metropolitan areas. We propose to examine high-level, complex public
transit travel patterns using visual analytics over large-scale transit networks, which is challenging
since thousands of transit passengers and massive amounts of data from heterogeneous sources are
involved. Moreover, efficient representation and visualization of discovered travel patterns is also a
difficult task given large quantities of transit trips. To address these challenges, this study leverages
advanced machine learning methods to identify time-varying mobility patterns based on multi-source
transit big data. We also devise compact multi-scale visualization forms to represent the discovered
travel behavior dynamics. A web-based prototype is developed to implement the proposed geovisual
analytics approach within an integrated graphic interface, enabling in-depth analysis of multi-source
massive transit data. We evaluate the prototype with realistic transit data collected in Shenzhen City,
China. Our empirical usability study demonstrates that our approach can offer a scalable and effective
solution for discovering meaningful travel patterns across large metropolitan areas.

graph-embedding algorithm to identify hierarchical mobility community structure.
(2) We design novel integrated geovisual analytics interfaces for the discovered complex transit
movement patterns, including specific views to visualize identified mobility communities and
corridors, allowing regular users to examine and understand these ever-changing patterns at
different
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2. Data
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Figure 1. The study region and public transit network.

We use a week of SCD starting from 3 to 9 April 2017. The SCD used in this study holds the names
of boarding and alighting stations for each subway passenger. Bus passengers are not required to tap
their smart cards when alighting. Therefore the information on alighting bus stops is not recorded.
In addition to the SCD, we have access to bus trajectory data, public transit network, and road network
data. These three datasets are registered into the same georeference framework, i.e., World Geodetic
System 1984 (WGS 84) coordinate system and Universal Transverse Mercator coordinate system
(UTM) Zone 50. The public transit network dataset contains the location, identification, and schedule
information of all subway lines and bus routes. Based on GPS devices installed on each bus, we can
obtain bus trajectory data such as longitude and latitude, speed, and travel direction at approximate
20–60 second intervals. In addition, bus identification information including license plate numbers,
number of transit lines, and company names are all saved. With more than 6 million records collected
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for each day, the size of the SCD set for the week amounts to 6.5 GB. Each day, the bus trajectory dataset
has approximately 63–73 million GPS records.
3. Methodology
3.1. Methodology Overview
Public transit systems contain multiple components: bus stops, subway stations, bus and subway
lines, bus and subway vehicles, and passengers. Most existing literature focuses on the analytics of
transit lines/stops [30], schedules [31], or aggregated transit trips [32,33]. Some have explored the
relationships between transit trips and points of interest [28] but have not leveraged advanced machine
learning methods to analyze complex travel patterns and global mobility structures. Given a large
amount of trip data, one may wish to identify significant spatio-temporal travel patterns, reveal global
mobility structures, and visualize them on interactive maps. For example, questions can be raised to
find interconnected road segments that contain significant transit travel demand patterns at a global
scale or to delineate areas with similar transit travel characteristics. What specific spatio-temporal
patterns can be discovered from these road segments and areas, and how do these patterns evolve over
time? Can we jointly examine transit travel patterns from different aspects of public transit services in
an integrated interactive user interface?
To answer these questions, we can define geovisual analytics tasks as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Global pattern discovery task 1: discover hierarchical mobility structure based on transit trip
data and analyze their inter-correlations;
Global pattern discovery task 2: identify significant transit corridors for any specified
time intervals;
Local pattern exploration task 1: explore the intrinsic information of identified individual
transit corridors;
Local pattern exploration task 2: examine the temporal evolution of the discovered mobility
community structure;
Comprehensive analysis task: design and implement linked or integrated views to visually
analyze different components of public transit services (including corridors, community
structures, and stops) and discovered travel patterns.

The proposed approach delivers a comprehensive solution to pre-process, analyze, and visualize
complex public transit travel patterns (Figure 2). This approach first fuses SCD with other urban data
to reconstruct transit trips. It then segments the study region into hierarchical areal units (i.e., public
transit mobility community) according to mobility features of trips and static local features using graph
embedding. Based on recovered public transit trip data, we develop a clustering-based algorithm
for extracting transit corridors to represent mobility interactions between different regions. Based on
detected corridors and mobility communities, we develop various visualization forms to represent
these transit movement patterns on maps and other views. An interactive web-based mapping
prototype is also developed to enable the visual exploration of mobility structures over space and time.
Specific visualization forms are designed and implemented in the web-based prototype to facilitate
the analysis of massive transit data, including map-based visualization, focus views, and auxiliary
views, which will be detailed in Section 3.5. The discovered mobility community structure and transit
corridors can be visualized on interactive maps. The focus views consist of four types of visualization:
(1) a corridor detail view that shows detailed trip information based on a simplified schematic map
for each selected corridor; (2) a community tracking view that presents evolving changes of specific
communities across time; (3) a stop glyph plotting the statistical information of all trips that originate,
end, or pass a specific bus stop or subway station; and (4) a corridor–community correlation view
illustrating the spatio-temporal correlations between transit corridors and mobility communities using
parallel coordinate plots.
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed geovisual analytic approach. SCD—smart card data.

The Pre-Processing
trip reconstruction
and
corridor discovery methods have been described in a separate
3.2. Data
and Trip
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paper [34]. Below, we briefly introduce the two methods. Implementation details are reported in
Following
the procedure developed in Zhang et al. [34], we performed data pre-processing for
Section
4.
the original datasets and reconstructed transit trips, which were used in subsequent geovisual
analytics
tasks. For a passenger,
a public transit trip consists of multiple consecutively linked trip
3.2.
Data Pre-Processing
and Trip Reconstruction
legs with a specific travel purpose [35]. Our visual analytics approach is based on trips rather than
Following the procedure developed in Zhang et al. [34], we performed data pre-processing for the
trip legs because trips are better at revealing realistic travel demands and behavior patterns. In this
original datasets and reconstructed transit trips, which were used in subsequent geovisual analytics
subsection, we briefly describe the data pre-processing and trip reconstruction steps.
tasks. For a passenger, a public transit trip consists of multiple consecutively linked trip legs with
After removing erroneous SCD and bus trajectory records, we corrected inconsistent stops
a specific travel purpose [35]. Our visual analytics approach is based on trips rather than trip legs
names and locations between heterogeneous datasets based on the method developed by [36]. All of
because trips are better at revealing realistic travel demands and behavior patterns. In this subsection,
the datasets were imported into Microsoft SQL Server databases in which spatial indices were
we briefly describe the data pre-processing and trip reconstruction steps.
constructed based on transit network data to accelerate data query and trip reconstruction. The
After removing erroneous SCD and bus trajectory records, we corrected inconsistent stops names
original SCD was divided into subway-based and bus-based datasets by each date since
and locations between heterogeneous datasets based on the method developed by [36]. All of the
subway-based records have full boarding and alighting information and an alighting stop
datasets were imported into Microsoft SQL Server databases in which spatial indices were constructed
estimation procedure was expected for bus-based SCD.
based on transit network data to accelerate data query and trip reconstruction. The original SCD was
First, we needed to estimate boarding and alighting stops for bus-based trip legs. For each
divided into subway-based and bus-based datasets by each date since subway-based records have
bus-based SCD record, the boarding stop can be identified by matching the license plate number
full boarding and alighting information and an alighting stop estimation procedure was expected for
from the SCD and the bus trajectory dataset to find GPS sampling points that are close to boarding
bus-based SCD.
time, which were matched to the transit network to find the most probable boarding stop. Then, we
First, we needed to estimate boarding and alighting stops for bus-based trip legs. For each
proceeded to estimate alighting stops: (1) alighting stops can be easily derived by searching for the
bus-based SCD record, the boarding stop can be identified by matching the license plate number
closest stop to the next boarding stop if a passenger makes another boarding during the same day;
from the SCD and the bus trajectory dataset to find GPS sampling points that are close to boarding
(2) if the current trip leg is the final one of the day, the first boarding stop of the next day is used to
time, which were matched to the transit network to find the most probable boarding stop. Then, we
estimate the possible alighting stop of this last trip leg; (3) otherwise, we can search other dates or
proceeded to estimate alighting stops: (1) alighting stops can be easily derived by searching for the
other similar passengers to make estimations. Upon the availability of both boarding and alighting
closest stop to the next boarding stop if a passenger makes another boarding during the same day;
stops, complete bus trip legs could be recovered. These bus trip legs were then connected with
(2) if the current trip leg is the final one of the day, the first boarding stop of the next day is used to
subway legs to reconstruct a complete trip if these trip legs taken by the same individuals were
estimate the possible alighting stop of this last trip leg; (3) otherwise, we can search other dates or
within the 30 min threshold.
other similar passengers to make estimations. Upon the availability of both boarding and alighting
stops,
completeTransit
bus trip
legs could be recovered. These bus trip legs were then connected with subway
3.3. Extracting
Corridors
legs to reconstruct a complete trip if these trip legs taken by the same individuals were within the
The
concept of “transit corridors” has been widely adopted and put into real-world planning
30 min
threshold.
and management practices [37]. We define a corridor as a directional linear road segment consisting
of multiple transit stops with significant numbers of passengers. Note that corridors may contain
multiple branches and may overlap with other corridors. Based on massive transit trip data,
time-varying transit corridors can be extracted to represent the most significant travel demand
patterns across space and time. The corridor-extracting algorithm is developed on the basis of
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3.3. Extracting Transit Corridors
The concept of “transit corridors” has been widely adopted and put into real-world planning and
management practices [37]. We define a corridor as a directional linear road segment consisting of
multiple transit stops with significant numbers of passengers. Note that corridors may contain multiple
branches and may overlap with other corridors. Based on massive transit trip data, time-varying
transit corridors can be extracted to represent the most significant travel demand patterns across space
and time. The corridor-extracting algorithm is developed on the basis of public transit trips, each of
which is characterized by one single travel purpose. Each trip may consist of multiple legs, and each
leg corresponds to one smart card transaction. We proposed a share-flow clustering algorithm [34].
The algorithm was based on the concept of “accumulated transit flow”, which calculates the number
of stops each passenger passes after boarding. If two stops have a large shared “accumulated transit
flow”, then the downstream stop is “directly transit-flow accessible” from its preceding adjacent
stop. Starting from stops with a large amount of “accumulated transit flow”, the algorithm iteratively
evaluates adjacent stops along the travel direction. If this next stop is directly transit-flow accessible
from the current stop, the road segment between the current and the next stop will be linked to the
current corridor. After the initial growth of corridors, a pruning and merging process is performed to
remove short and non-significant corridor candidates. By this clustering algorithm, linear corridors
can be discovered dynamically for any specific time interval. The algorithm can be described in the
following steps:
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

Network modeling. The public transit network can be modeled as a directed graph and is mapped
to the road network G (V, E), where V denotes the sets of road intersections Vr and transit stops
Vt (Vt have been projected into road links), E denotes road segments between road intersections
and transit stops. We extract a small set of connected segments Ec whose end nodes have a large
shared “accumulated transit flow” and identify them as transit corridors.
Computing accumulated transit flow. For each node v in Vt , the number of passengers who board
at v or before it is recorded as nv . For each passenger, the number of stops she has passed after
boarding is recorded until she exits from the vehicle. Then for each v, this number is used as the
“accumulated transit flow” at(v).
Corridor initialization. We choose nodes with a significant number of accumulated transit flows
as seeds to grow corridors.
Corridor expansion. The seed nodes are stacked into a priority queue, ranked by its accumulated
transit flow. The one with highest at(v) is popped out and used as the initial seed s0 to expand
a corridor. From s0 , the algorithm searches for one adjacent stop, s1 , that meets the criterion of
significant “shared accumulated transit flow” between s0 and s1 . “Shared accumulated transit
flow” is defined as sa(0→1) = [at(1)− at(0)] /at(0), i.e., the change ratio of accumulated transit flow
for the two adjacent stops/nodes. Meanwhile, the two nodes must meet another criterion, namely,
T
“shared transit flow”, which is defined as st(0→1) = n0 n1 . If the two nodes meet both criteria,
the algorithm expands a corridor from node 0 to 1. This procedure repeats until no downstream
nodes meet the two criteria. Then another seed in the queue is fetched to grow another corridor,
until all seeds are popped.
Corridor pruning. We need to prune short corridors (with less than 4 stops) or non-significant
corridors (transit flows are less than a pre-defined threshold).
Corridor merging. This final step is to merge corridors if they are already connected or overlapped.

Usually, the algorithm can extract 5–10 transit corridors for peak hours and non-peak hours during
weekdays and weekends based on the trip data we have produced.
3.4. Discovering Mobility Communities
It is desirable to represent high-level urban mobility structures with multi-scale communities when
dealing with overwhelming amounts of mobility data [38]. Each mobility community is featured with
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similar travel characteristics. The representation of a hierarchical community structure can significantly
facilitate the understanding of inter-area interconnections in a city. Traditionally, the construction of
community structure uses community detection algorithms developed in network science [39]. These
community detection algorithms first build a graph to represent connections between nodes and then
employ clustering, optimization, or statistical inference methods to divide the entire graph into groups,
ensuring nodes within each group are more densely connected than external nodes [40]. However,
public transit passengers usually travel long distances away from their origins, and these mobility
behaviors must be accounted for when extracting transit mobility structure. This study proposes a
different community definition that considers not only local trip statistics but also trip destinations
and other dynamic travel characteristics such as travel frequency and transferring patterns. All of this
information can be readily computed from trip data.
Instead of denoting each subway station or bus stop by a graph node, we use region partitions with
similar possible boarding stations nearby. We first partition the study region into regular grid cells, each
of which has a size of 100 m × 100 m. We remove grid cells located in mountainous and water areas
(inaccessible by transit services). Then a vector for each cell is built to record possible boarding stations
(stops) that are close to them. Finally, a heuristic algorithm is employed to merge neighboring cells
with the most similar vectors. After the merging of original grid cells, we obtain 18,109 grid groups,
most of which consist of 2–7 original grid cells. These grid groups are then denoted as graph nodes,
whose number is much smaller than original transit stops, thereby dramatically reducing computational
expenses in community detection.
Traditional community detection algorithms cannot handle our problem and are not scalable
to a large public transit network. In order to handle such complex trip behavior features, we use a
graph-embedding method to uncover a dynamic community from realistic SCD. Graph embedding
aims to produce a compact vector representation for each node and preserves graph structure within a
low dimensional space [41].
We define a directed weighted graph Gt (V, E) for a time interval t. V is the set of grid groups, and
E represents transit connection edges between nodes in V. Each edge e is weighted by realistic traffic
flow between its origin node and ending node during t. Based on these weights, we can construct
a traffic flow matrix F, where fi→j denotes the number of transit passengers travelling from node i
to j. We also construct an adjacency matrix A to describe local connectivity between graph nodes.
The matrix A can be used to represent first-order transit connectivity proximity. The global network
structure can be preserved via a high-order proximity based on traffic flow matrix F. The high-order
proximity is defined as the similarity between traffic connectivity structures of a pair of nodes.
Since transit travel behaviors are largely non-linear and non-stationary, we leverage deep learning
methods to learn network embedding. A classical auto-encoder framework (structure deep network
embedding, SDNE) is adopted to learn latent network representations [42]. The auto-encoder
framework consists of an encoder and a decoder. The encoder contains multiple layers, each of which
can be defined as
z(i) = σ(W(i) z(i−1) + b(i) ),
(1)
where z(i) denotes the hidden representation for the ith layer and z0 is the original input data X, which
is a n-dimensional vector. W(i) and b(i) are learnable parameters. σ(.) is the non-linear activation
function.
If we use K layers in the encoder, the input vector z0 would be mapped into a hidden representation
(
K
)
z . Correspondingly, the decoder transforms z(K) back to a reconstructed vector Y after performing K
layers of nonlinear transformation operations,
z0( j+1) = σ(W0( j) z0( j) + b0( j) ),

(2)

where z0( j) denotes the reconstructed data vector for the jth layer and W0( j) and b0( j) are learnable
parameters. Note that z0(0) = z(K) , Y = z0(K) .
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The model parameters can be learned by minimizing the reconstruction error between the
reconstructed vector Y and the input vector X:
L (X, Y) =

n
X

||yi − xi ||22 .

(3)

i=1

If multiple transit features are used as the input vector to the encoder (including flow, speed,
destination, and travel frequency), we obtain L1 . If the adjacency matrix A is used as the input, we
can build
|V|
X
(K )
(K ) 2
L2 (A, Y) =
fi→ j ||y j − yi || ,
(4)
i,j>0

2

which preserves the high-order proximity of G.
The two reconstruction error functions can be linearly combined into a comprehensive joint loss
function:
Lall = L1 + αL2 .
(5)
The model is randomly initialized and optimized with a stochastic gradient descent. After
model convergence, we can obtain the final embedding representation for all nodes in G. Based on
learned compact node representations, we can use hierarchical clustering to generate hierarchical
mobility communities.
3.5. Visual Analytics Design
In the literature, public transportation visualization studies mostly focus on public transit networks
and represent travel statistics based on stops and routes. We propose to examine and evaluate public
transit services from different perspectives, namely, hierarchical mobility communities and significant
transit corridors, in addition to the public transit network. Several visual designs are proposed to
facilitate this comprehensive visual analytics strategy.
Our visualization design consists of three types of views (Figure 2): (1) Map-based visualization
that uses interactive maps to depict extracted mobility communities and inter-community transit flow.
Detected corridors are also illustrated in the map view. (2) Focus view is designed to present detailed
information on user-selected corridors, transit mobility communities, and individual transit stops.
Correlations between corridors and communities can also be visualized. (3) Other auxiliary views,
including a query view and a statistics view. The query view enables interactive data selection for
visual analytics for any time interval. The statistics view uses statistical diagrams to present summary
information on corridors.
3.5.1. Mobility Communities
Based on realistic SCD, we can extract two-level mobility community structures over Shenzhen City.
After performing graph embedding for g grid groups, we can perform hierarchical clustering based on
these grid groups to produce two levels of mobility communities (see Section 4 for implementation
details). Low-level communities are only based on the distances between embedded vectors. Based
on low-level communities, we can further produce high-level communities by accounting for spatial
contiguity and cohesiveness using regionalization methods. Figure 3a illustrates a high-level mobility
community structure for April 3 (a holiday). Transit flows between these high-level communities
are mapped to depict an overview of aggregated transit flows across the study region. High-level
community structure is favored for global travel pattern discovery and analysis. When zooming in to
the low-level, detailed community structures are visualized with different colors representing different
cluster types (Figure 3b). With interactive community maps presented in figures, users can perform
global pattern discovery task 1 to identify the hierarchical mobility community structure and visualize
inter-community interactions conveniently.
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3.5.2. Corridors
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in thethe
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of a corridor is simplified in
pattern
discovery
task
2 and
examine
the
of primary
a schematic form to retain only topological connections (similar to metro maps). The above-mentioned
four types of trips are visualized for the selected corridor: each ribbon that connects two adjacent stops
is divided into four components, and the width represents flow counts. Key stops within a corridor are
depicted as rings, with red/green representing boarding/alighting counts. Passengers boarding at a
stop are further categorized into two groups: those who will be alighting within the same corridor and
those who will be alighting outside the corridor. The two groups are denoted by dark and light red,
respectively. Similarly, passengers who alight at a stop are divided into two groups: “boarding from at
least 5 stops away” and “boarding close to the current stop”. Dark- and light-green colors are used to
denote the two groups. When selecting a particular corridor and observing its details in the corridor
detail view, users can conduct local pattern exploration task 1 to fetch boarding, alighting, origin, and
destination information in a compact visualization form.
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Figure 5. Public transit corridors for weekday peak hours (8:00AM–10:00AM).

Figure 6. Corridor summary glyph.
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Users can select and observe details of a corridor (Figure 7). The layout of a corridor is
simplified in a schematic form to retain only topological connections (similar to metro maps). The
above-mentioned four types of trips are visualized for the selected corridor: each ribbon that
connects two adjacent stops is divided into four components, and the width represents flow counts.
Key stops within a corridor are depicted as rings, with red/green representing boarding/alighting
counts. Passengers boarding at a stop are further categorized into two groups: those who will be
alighting within the same corridor and those who will be alighting outside the corridor. The two
groups are denoted by dark and light red, respectively. Similarly, passengers who alight at a stop are
divided into two groups: “boarding from at least 5 stops away” and “boarding close to the current
stop”. Dark- and light-green colors are used to denote the two groups. When selecting a particular
corridor and observing its details in the corridor detail view, users can conduct local pattern
exploration task 1 to fetch boarding, alighting, origin, and destination information in a compact
Figure
visualization form.
Figure 7.
7. Corridor
Corridor detail
detail view.
view.
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The trip
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click
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that the
stop
visualize
in-vehicle,
boarding,boarding,
and alighting
on
map.
Figure
8 shows
that
theglyph
stop can
glyph
can visualize
in-vehicle,
and passenger
alighting
passenger numbers. In-vehicle passengers can be further divided into boarding from distant and
nearby stops. Boarding passengers consist of initial boarding and transferring passengers. Alighting
passengers comprise those who finish their trips and those who transfer at this stop. One can easily
tell the role played by this stop for the whole transit network: it could be an important origin stop,
destination stop, or a transfer stop.

Figure 7. Corridor detail view.

3.5.3. Transit Stops
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The trip information of individual transit stops is plotted in a glyph when users click on a stop
on the map. Figure 8 shows that the stop glyph can visualize in-vehicle, boarding, and alighting
numbers. In-vehicle
can be further
intodivided
boarding
from
distant from
and nearby
passenger
numbers. passengers
In-vehicle passengers
candivided
be further
into
boarding
distantstops.
and
Boarding
passengers
consist
of
initial
boarding
and
transferring
passengers.
Alighting
nearby stops. Boarding passengers consist of initial boarding and transferring passengers.passengers
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comprise those
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those
at this
stop. at
One
easily
role
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comprise
those their
who trips
finishand
their
tripswho
andtransfer
those who
transfer
thiscan
stop.
Onetell
canthe
easily
played
by
this
stop
for
the
whole
transit
network:
it
could
be
an
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origin
stop,
destination
tell the role played by this stop for the whole transit network: it could be an important origin stop,
stop, or a transfer
stop.
destination
stop, or
a transfer stop.

Figure
Figure 8.
8. Transit
Transit stop
stop glyph.
glyph.

Correlations between Corridors and Communities
3.5.4. Correlations
In the previous sections, we introduced our approaches to discover primary transit corridors
with significant
demands
and mobility
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with similar
travel
patterns.
Furthermore,
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and
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as
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axes. For
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originate
from
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number
of transit
the community
thefrom
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In this way,towards
spatio-temporal
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passengers
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originate
the community
the corridor.
In this between
way, spatio-temporal
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can be
illustrated
in a compact
manner.
can easily
whichmanner.
community
correlations
between each
corridor
and each
community
can beWe
illustrated
in find
a compact
We
contributes
the
biggest
portion
of
transit
flow
to
a
particular
corridor
or
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which
corridor
is
can easily find which community contributes the biggest portion of transit flow to a particular
the mostor
correlated
one forcorridor
a specific
community.
We canone
also
to knowcommunity.
the composition
of also
any
corridor
identify which
is the
most correlated
forget
a specific
We can
corridor
or community.
For example,
the parallel
coordinate For
plotexample,
can revealthe
whether
trips from
get
to know
the composition
of any corridor
or community.
parallelmost
coordinate
plota
community are correlated to a few corridors or are evenly distributed over a number of corridors across
the city. Note that these correlations are not equivalent to intersection relations between corridors and
communities, which are explicit on maps. As long as the origins of constituent trips for a corridor can
be traced to a community, the corridor and the community establishes a correlation. The number of
these correlations represents the intensity of interactions between a corridor–community pair. For each
vertical axis, a filtering box can be specified to find corridors that meet the transit flow number search
range criterion. Multiple filtering boxes on different axes can be interactively designated to further
identify corridors that are correlated to selected communities based on specified transit flow ranges
(Figure 9). This geovisual analytics tool enables users to undertake the comprehensive analysis task to
mine correlation knowledge between corridors and mobility communities.

interactions between a corridor–community pair. For each vertical axis, a filtering box can be
specified to find corridors that meet the transit flow number search range criterion. Multiple filtering
boxes on different axes can be interactively designated to further identify corridors that are
correlated to selected communities based on specified transit flow ranges (Figure 9). This geovisual
analytics
enables
users to undertake the comprehensive analysis task to mine correlation
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knowledge between corridors and mobility communities.

Figure 9.
9. Parallel
corridors and
mobility
Figure
Parallel coordinate
coordinate plot
plot to
to illustrate
illustrate correlations
correlations between
between transit
transit corridors
and mobility
communities.
Corridors
discovered
for
April
7
are
shown
in
the
figure.
After
setting
three
filtering
communities. Corridors discovered for April 7 are shown in the figure. After setting three filtering
boxes,
four
corridors
can
be
discovered
and
highlighted
in
the
plot.
boxes, four corridors can be discovered and highlighted in the plot.
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1 and
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The
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the
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and
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produced
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classical
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detection
algorithm
developed
by Newman
and Leicht [45]. To evaluate the
As
indicated
by
Table
1,
our
graph-embedding
algorithm
outperformed
Newman
performance, we used the modularity metric proposed by Newman and Girvan
[46]. and Leicht’s
algorithm by a large margin. Note that our case study is different from the regular community detection
problem, in which higher modularity values indicate good community partitions. Since we encourage
a community to have dense inter-community transit trips and sparse intra-community trips, lower
modularity values are better.
Table 1. Performance comparison of community detection using the modularity metric (low-level communities).

[44]
Ours

Weekdays

Weekends

0.0372
0.0218

0.0707
0.0229

Table 1. Performance comparison of community detection using the modularity metric (low-level
communities).
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The visual designs were implemented in a web-based prototype, which was developed with
The visual designs were implemented in a web-based prototype, which was developed with
PyCharm Pro 2018.3.1 on a Windows 10 operating system. Major visualization modules were developed
PyCharm Pro 2018.3.1 on a Windows 10 operating system. Major visualization modules were
in JavaScript following the standards of HTML5 and CSS3. The user interfaces comprises four major
developed in JavaScript following the standards of HTML5 and CSS3. The user interfaces comprises
components (Figure 10): (1) query view in the upper-left portion; (2) map view in the upper right;
four major components (Figure 10): (1) query view in the upper-left portion; (2) map view in the
(3) statistics view in the bottom-left corner; and (4) focus views for corridors and communities in
upper right; (3) statistics view in the bottom-left corner; and (4) focus views for corridors and
the bottom-right region. In the query view, users can specify the time range and select SCD falling
communities in the bottom-right region. In the query view, users can specify the time range and
within this range for analysis. The map view depicts discovered corridors and mobility community
select SCD falling within this range for analysis. The map view depicts discovered corridors and
structures. Different corridors are differentiated by distinct colors. The map view embeds a Baidu Map
mobility community structures. Different corridors are differentiated by distinct colors. The map
as the background map. Flow maps can be produced to describe primary transit flows between major
view embeds a Baidu Map as the background map. Flow maps can be produced to describe primary
communities. Focus views illustrate three types of detailed displays: corridor detail view, community
transit flows between major communities. Focus views illustrate three types of detailed displays:
tracking view, and corridor–community correlation view. All of these views are dynamically linked.
corridor detail view, community tracking view, and corridor–community correlation view. All of
User interactions within any view will apply to other linked views for the same data (community,
these views are dynamically linked. User interactions within any view will apply to other linked
transit stop, or corridor).
views for the same data (community, transit stop, or corridor).

Web-based prototype user interface.
Figure 10. Web-based

5. Analysis
Analysis and
and Discussion
Discussion
5.
5.1. Geovisual Analytics Workflow and Examples
5.1. Geovisual Analytics Workflow and Examples
Typically, a user can first specify the time range of SCD for analysis. For example, she can focus on
Typically, a user can first specify the time range of SCD for analysis. For example, she can focus
morning peak hours of a weekday and invoke back-end algorithms to extract mobility structure and
on morning peak hours of a weekday and invoke back-end algorithms to extract mobility structure
primary transit corridors. Then, both corridors and community structures can be visualized in multiple
and primary transit corridors. Then, both corridors and community structures can be visualized in
linked views to enable further examination. The integration of flow map and corridor map with
community map at two scales can help users understand the overall transit mobility structure of the
city. At a glance, users can identify the major origin/destination areas and how many passengers travel
between these areas. Meanwhile, the statistics view presents summary information on all corridors,
which allows users to compare the extracted corridors in terms of their trip types and performance.
Furthermore, users can select a corridor and visualize it in the detailed view to gain more information
on its constituent trips. Users can also select any transit stop to see the decomposition of its boarding
and alighting trips. The prototype also allows users to examine the evolution of any chosen mobility
community in the detail view. With all these linked views, users can perform the comprehensive
analysis task to discover global and local transit travel patterns across the city over time.

trip types and performance. Furthermore, users can select a corridor and visualize it in the detailed
view to gain more information on its constituent trips. Users can also select any transit stop to see the
decomposition of its boarding and alighting trips. The prototype also allows users to examine the
evolution of any chosen mobility community in the detail view. With all these linked views, users
can perform
the2019,
comprehensive
analysis task to discover global and local transit travel patterns
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across the city over time.
For example, users can discover high-level mobility communities for any date. Figure 3(a)
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Figure
that it
it can
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transit
Figure 11
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animated
particles),
we
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that
a
large
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Based on the flow direction of the corridor (shown by animated particles), we can find that a large
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No. 1 for
work
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that
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With these With
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maps,
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and
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the travel
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Figure
on weekdays.
weekdays.
Figure 11.
11. Discovered
Discovered corridors
corridors and
and mobility
mobility communities
communities for
for 11:00AM–1:00PM
11:00AM–1:00PM on

5.2. User Evaluation
Twenty-three users
interviewed
to obtain
comments
and feedback
on our geovisual
analytics
Twenty-three
userswere
were
interviewed
to obtain
comments
and feedback
on our geovisual
approach
based
on
their
experience
using
the
prototype.
Sixteen
of
them
are
experts
in
public
analytics approach based on their experience using the prototype. Sixteen of them are experts
in
transportation, and among them, nine have geovisual analytics development knowledge (experienced
users). The users can be classified into three groups: (1) experienced users with background knowledge
(9 users); (2) non-experienced users with background knowledge (7 users); and (3) non-experienced
users without background knowledge (7 users). Before allowing them to use the prototype, we
introduced the proposed geovisual analytics approach and the web-based prototype. We asked users
to evaluate 6 geovisual analytics tasks: (1) to discover and visualize transit corridors; (2) to extract and
visualize mobility community structure; (3) to obtain transit stop summary statistics information; (4)
to evaluate the corridor detailed view; (5) to evaluate the mobility community tracking view; (6) to
evaluate the corridor–community correlation view. Numeric scores were obtained from questionnaires,
with “0” indicating the worst user experience and “5” indicating the best. Figure 12 summarizes the
scores of interviewed users.
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Figure 12. Average evaluation scores for 6 selected geovisual analytics tasks.

According to ratings and comments, different groups of users agreed that our integrated analytics
approach and web-based prototype deliver an interesting and applicable solution for human mobility
pattern discovery given massive transit data and complex transit networks. As shown in Figure 12,
experienced users and users with background knowledge tended to give more positive ratings than
non-experienced users or users without any background knowledge for most evaluation tasks. It may
take more time for the third group users to understand the interfaces and functions of the system,
thereby reducing their time to fully explore all of the views and leading to lower scores. Evaluation
tasks (1) and (4) had relatively low ratings, probably due to the unfamiliar concept of transit corridors
for some users. Users may have had difficulties selecting and examining particular corridors between
different views, which was confirmed by subsequent feedback interviews. The corridor detail view is
also not intuitive to use, according to the users’ comments, since it requires users to switch their focus
between the map view and the detail view frequently.
We also implemented a simplified web-based version for user evaluation. Compared to the
original version, the simplified prototype only has an integrated map view to show discovered corridors
and community structure. It does not implement linked views and only has limited visualizations
(e.g., without animated particles to show the flow direction in corridors, without individual transit
stop glyphs and corridor detail views).
With such a simplified system, we conducted user evaluation interviews with the same three
groups of users. The same evaluation interview procedure was conducted to solicit their scores and
feedback. Note that only four evaluation tasks were evaluated, namely, exploring transit corridors,
exploring community structures, examining stop statistics, and exploring corridor details. The average
evaluation scores for the simplified system are also shown in Figure 12. As we can see, these evaluation
scores are significantly lower than scores obtained based on the original prototype for the evaluated
four tasks.
5.3. Discussion
This study adopted the concepts of community structure and transit corridor to construct high-level
aggregate mobility knowledge from massive SCD and other urban data. The results of community
detection and corridor discovery algorithms were integrated into an interactive visualization interface
that consists of multiple linked views to enable efficient visual analysis of spatio-temporal transit
mobility patterns at multiple scales and resolutions. The map view offers an overview interface to
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help users preserve context information when they focus on a particular corridor, community, or stop
visualizations. Specific views such as corridor detail view, mobility community tracking view, and
a parallel coordinate correlations plot, along with summary glyphs (including a transit stop glyph
and corridor summary glyph) complement the map view to provide intuitive geovisual analytics
tools for the discovery of detailed knowledge of any specific component of the public transit system.
The advantages of integrating machine learning with interactive visualization can be summarized
as follows:
(1)

(2)

(3)

It offers an efficient and effective method to explore a massive amount of transit trips, which is
otherwise challenging to analyze and visualize. Based on discovered corridors and mobility
communities, we can focus on the most significant travel patterns while still having the
capability to explore the details of any stop.
It delivers an intuitive user interface to combine multiple views that allows regular users to
analyze complex transit travel behaviors from different perspectives. For example, corridors
present high-level representations of concentrated trips based on road networks, whereas
mobility communities are produced to synthesize similar travel characteristics over the partition
of the study region.
It is beneficial for many transit management applications, such as demand modeling, transit
planning, and daily operations, since they provide an applicable approach to highlight
aggregated movement patterns at multiple spatial and temporal resolutions. The prototype
can also be used by regular passengers to plan their transit trips and choose their residence or
work place.

For most city residents, transit travel follows a weekly rhythm: they commute to work on every
weekday and enjoy their leisure time on weekends. One-week data could then be sufficient to extract
typical transit movement patterns for the study area. In the literature, we can also find other researchers
also using one-week public transit data (i.e., smart card data) for their studies. For example, Long and
Thill [47] examined job–housing relationships in Beijing with one-week bus-based SCD. Alsger et al. [48]
validated origin-destination estimation algorithms based on one-week SCD in Southeast Queensland,
Australia. If we can access SCD and GPS trajectory data from other time periods, the same geovisual
analytics approach can be readily applied.
6. Conclusions and Further Work
In this study, we applied two machine learning methods, including a clustering algorithm to
extract transit corridors and a graph-embedding algorithm to discover mobility community structure.
These high-level representations are visualized in a web-based interactive interface to allow users
to examine massive SCD in a highly aggregated and efficient manner. Our prototype demonstrates
that the proposed visual analytics approach can offer a scalable and effective solution for discovering
meaningful travel patterns across a big metropolitan area. We plan to improve the usability of the
prototype based on users’ comments in the near future. It is favorable to allow users to designate
algorithm configurations in the graphic user interface, which contributes to a better understanding of
the underpinning machine learning algorithms, and this will be implemented in the near future.
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